6^	you can't be too careful
Albert, whistling after his fashion.   *6 Suppose they don't la
him at Mottiscombe. Nice 'ole Eel be in,"
Which indeed was precisely what happened. -Buffin went
off to Mottiscombe and never more did the star of the
Burleybanks rise above Edward Albert's horizon. Any-
thing may have happened to them except success. Maybe
Burleybank and Son went in too deep for second-hand cars
before they heard of the use of gauges in mass production.
Edward Albert watched this burst of enterprise with
envious disapproval when, first of all, he felt it might succeed,
and then with that " told you so " feeling which is one of our
subtler pleasures in this vale of tears.
But Mr Myame's transitory appreciation of Buffin's clever-
ness wounded our hero profoundly. There was an element of
worldliness about it. He had expected more other-world-
liness from Mr Myame. He anyhow had got out of it very
well, he and Nuts. ... It set one thinking.
chapter 6
First Steps in French
^ I ^HE feudal framework of Edward Albert's ideas would
J[   admit of no gainful enterprises of this kind whatever;
His disposition was to do nothing of any sort anywhere until
he was told. Quite time enough then,
" Earning a living " meant for him finding a " place ",
a " situation ", both definitely sessile words. You ceased to
float dangerously along the stream of life at the very earliest
opportunity and struck root. You found where you could get
the best pay for the least work—if possible with fixed rises and
a pension scheme—and you settled down, trusting, admiring,
but at the same time avoiding the humiliating company of
your betters as much as possible. You got a nice little house-
hold of your own—bm of that later. You started a " hobby "
to amuse you in your spare time, you watched cricket and
played golf, and so backed slowly towards the grave in which

